McAfee WebShield e50
Comprehensive Perimeter Protection
While other companies require you to buy multiple products, McAfee provides you with
comprehensive integrated perimeter protection for your network in an easy-to-use product.

Gateway Security Made Simple
Viruses such as "I Love You" and "Melissa" propagated via email at an unprecedented rate, making a
trend in virus distribution that forced IT departments to find cost effective ways of dealing with email
borne viruses and outbreaks. The only way to stop many of today’s costly Internet-borne viruses is
through extremely high levels of compliance with a strictly defined anti-virus security policy. Internet
Gateway protection is a key component of the overall anti-virus policy solution and it is particularly
important in enforcing your anti-virus policy. Scanning for viruses should be performed at the
Internet Gateway where a virus can be stopped before entry into the network, minimizing any damage
to business critical systems.
The new McAfee WebShield e50 integrated solution combines hardware and anti-virus software in
an integrated appliance that solves a large security issue by providing a single point of contact.
The McAfee WebShield e50 offers award-winning McAfee anti-virus protection in a configure-andforget system that quickly resolves your major virus security worries. McAfee WebShield e50 is ideal
for companies that want to minimize the impact on their IT resources. This solution facilitates the
need to support remote offices, and caters to companies interested in premier security software
packaged with affordable hardware options. Additionally, the McAfee WebShield e50 model offers
Outbreak Manager, which stops outbreaks before they start.

Configure-and-Forget
The McAfee WebShield e50 is a firewall-independent scanner that easily plugs into virtually any
existing network. This is accomplished by implementing an in-line virus scanner that essentially acts
like your existing SMTP gateway—the difference being that this gateway contains a world leading
virus scanning technology from McAfee. Now SMTP traffic can be scanned without impacting other
performance critical systems such as firewalls or mail servers.

Outbreak Manager
Outbreak Manager is a breakthrough anti-virus technology that monitors network email by looking for
activities representative of new virus outbreaks. Outbreak Manager can be instructed to operate in
either automated or manual mode. When in manual mode, Outbreak Manager informs the email
administrator that a virus outbreak has occurred—the administrator then determines the required
action. Alternatively, if a virus is detected while in automatic mode, Outbreak Manager performs a
number of pre-determined tasks to secure the email environment against possible infection, requiring
no manual intervention.

The McAfee Difference
McAfee, a Network Associates business, is the
company that over 70 million customers turn to
for virus defense. McAfee provides manageable
anti-virus solutions to protect e-businesses from
virus attacks. McAfee Active Virus Defense is an
award-winning multi-tier virus defense that
includes VirusScan desktop protection,
NetShield for file servers, GroupShield
groupware protection and WebShield for
Internet gateway protection. McAfee provides
effective tools to manage anti-virus protection,
enforce virus security policy, obtain DAT updates
and generate reports with Thin Client, ePolicy
Orchestrator and Anti-Virus Informant. All
McAfee products are backed by a world leading
anti-virus research organization, McAfee AVERT
(Anti-Virus Emergency Response Team), which
protects customers against the increasingly
complex and frequent virus attacks that
threaten to cripple e-business. For more
information, McAfee AVERT can be reached at
http://www.mcafeeb2b.com/avert.
Macro viruses, the most common and rapidly
growing form of computer viruses, are most
likely to enter organizations via email
attachments, as reported in the ICSA’s 2000
Computer Virus Relevance Survey.
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McAfee WebShield e50 ensures you know
exactly what is entering and leaving your
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